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SESSION PROPOSAL 3
DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND ANALYSIS OF N-OF-1 CLINICAL TRIALS
Sonia Jain, Herbert Wertheim School of Public Health and Longevity Sciences, University of California, San Diego

Description of Session:
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED INVITED SESSION: N-of-1 clinical trials are randomized, multi-period crossover
trials conducted within a single subject to evaluate an individual’s heterogeneity of treatment effect. In an N-of-1
trial, a single subject will serve as one’s own control. These trials are best applied to chronic conditions, in which
treatments have an immediate but stable response with minimal washout requirements. By identifying an individual’s
response to the intervention, a personalized treatment plan can be administered. Although N-of-1 trials date back to
the early 20th century, the popularity of N-of-1 trials, as a patient-centered, clinical decision-making tool has only
recently surged in the era of precision medicine, and likely now, in the pandemic era. In this session, we present
novel clinical trial design, implementation and statistical analysis approaches to the N-of-1 trial paradigm.
INVITED SESSION FORMAT: The session will consist of four invited talks, each about 18-20 minutes.
Talk #1 Title: A Bayesian-Bandit Adaptive Design for N-of-1 Clinical Trials Authors: Sama Shrestha and Sonia Jain
Brief Description: We propose a novel Bayesian adaptive design for both the individual and aggregated N-of-1 trials
using a multi-armed bandit framework that is estimated via efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo. A Bayesian
hierarchical structure is used to jointly model the individual and population treatment effects. Our proposed adaptive
trial design is based on Thompson Sampling, which randomly allocates individuals to treatments based on the
Bayesian posterior probability of each treatment being optimal.
Talk #2 Title: nof1: an R package for analyzing and presenting n-of-1 trials Authors: Jiabei Yang and Christopher H.
Schmid Brief Description: Combining a series of n-of-1 trials gives extra information for estimating the population
average treatment effect by repeatedly measuring participants compared with evaluating participants only once in
randomized controlled trials. When participants are assigned to different sets of treatments in a series of n-of-1 trials,
the combined trials form a network of treatments where the average treatment effects are estimated from both the
direct comparisons within individuals and from the indirect comparisons through the common treatment across
individuals. There is currently no standard tool for analyzing and presenting the results for n-of-1 trials. We
developed an R package, nof1, for the analysis and the result presentation of individual and a series of n-of-1 trials.
We use nof1 to analyze the n-of-1 trials that evaluates the comparative effectiveness of the specific carbohydrate diet
and the modified specific carbohydrate diet to usual diet on patients with inflammatory bowel disease.
Talk #3 Title: Identifying Individual Goal Achievement Behavior Using Bayesian Networks in The Just Walk Study
Authors: Christian B. Pascual, Eric Hekler, and Sonia Jain Brief Description: Prescribing daily activity goals can
motivate individuals to be healthy and active, but achievement of these goals is influenced by both intrinsic and
extrinsic factors. We used Bayesian network analysis to identify factors that contribute to or against goal achievement
in the completed Just Walk N-of-1 health behavior study.
Talk #4 Title: Fixed or Random Intercepts: Does It Make a Difference? Authors: Kexin Qu and Christopher H.
Schmid Brief Description: Many meta-analytic models require a multilevel framework in which intercepts may be
considered fixed or random. These include models for binary arm-level outcomes, control-risk meta-regression,
network meta-analysis and meta-analysis of a series of N-of-1 trials. Choice of the type of intercept is controversial.
Random intercepts facilitate predictions to new studies or new individuals in the case of N-of-1 trials or individual
participant data with repeated measurements. They also allow for borrowing of strength across individual units to
improve predictions on units observed. But the resulting shrinkage of the intercepts can cause changes in the
estimates of the treatment effects themselves. This unsettles many analysts who believe that the randomized estimates
should be independent of study prevalences. Because the number of parameters in a fixed intercept meta-analysis
model is increasing at the same rate as the sample size, a key principle that underlies the validity of maximum
likelihood estimation is violated. This study investigates the sensitivity of Bayesian model parameters to different
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parameterizations of the multilevel model with fixed or random intercepts. It applies the findings to pairwise
meta-analysis, network meta-analysis, control risk meta-regression and aggregated N-of-1 trial data.
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